An appealing theory is that our current patch of universe was born as a nucleation bubble from a phase of false vacuum eternal inflation. We search for evidence for this theory by looking for the signal imprinted on the CMB that is generated when another bubble "universe" collides with our own. We create an efficient and optimal estimator for the signal in the WMAP 7-year data. We find no detectable signal, and constrain the amplitude, a, of the initial curvature perturbation that would be generated by a collision: −4.66 × 10 −8 < a (sin θ bubble ) 4/3 < 4.73 × 10 −8 [Mpc −1 ] at 95% confidence where θ bubble is the angular radius of the bubble signal.
Introduction: Few things are more exciting than discovering what happened at the beginning of the universe, or understanding the structure of spacetime outside our observable universe. Quite remarkably, there exist cosmological signatures that would allow us to address exactly these questions. In this paper we concentrate on one of these, which is the signature imprinted on the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation (CMB) by primordial bubble collisions. An appealing theory for the origin of the universe is that it was created by quantum mechanical tunneling from a much larger eternally inflating spacetime. This larger spacetime expands exponentially, driven by the energy of the false vacuum. Occasionally one region of space will tunnel to a lower energy vacuum. Even though the resulting bubble-like region expands at the speed of light, and bubbles are continuously produced in many places, the false vacuum region expands quickly enough that the bubbles never percolate. This is the so-called False Vacuum Eternal Inflation [1] . In this scenario, we live in the interior of one of the bubbles, where our standard slow roll inflationary phase takes place. Although bubbles do not percolate and fill the whole of space, there is a chance that in the past another bubble collided with our own [2] , leaving a specific disk-shaped signal in the CMB [3] . This is a localized and well defined signature. Discovery of such a collision would have tremendous implications for the whole field of high-energy physics. We would learn of a new cosmological epoch, eternal inflation, that happened before the epoch of standard inflation. Furthermore, we would learn that the field theory that describes the universe has at least two vacua, one false and one true. This would already be an important discovery. In addition, the detection of a bubble collision would hint that there are many other universes like ours, a whole landscape of vacua. The presence of a landscape of vacua would provide indirect evidence of string theory, which predicts such a landscape, and also of Weinberg's anthropic explanation of the cosmological constant [4] , which relies on a landscape of vacua each with a different vacuum energy. This motivates us to search for bubble collisions in the WMAP data. Implementing an exact, fully optimal likelihood analysis is still not a completely solved problem, although considerable progress has been made recently in [5] [6] [7] . In the companion paper [8] , we introduce new algorithmic tricks which solve this problem, making the optimal analysis computationally affordable and furthermore simplifying the methodology. Our tools are particularly powerful for bubbles with a sharp edge feature (the "step" profile defined below), where the typical bubble is large but the CMB maps must be kept at high resolution, since most of the signal-to-noise comes from small angular scales. For bubbles without a sharp edge feature (the "ramp" profile below), the statistical weight comes entirely from angular scales of order 1 degree or larger, where WMAP is sample variance limited and additional data (e.g. from Planck) will not improve the measurement. The statistically optimal constraints reported in this paper therefore represent the ultimate constraints which can be obtained for this profile using CMB temperature. Finally, we extend existing analysis techniques by complementing the Bayesian analysis by a Monte Carlo based approach which does not depend on an external prior for the bubble amplitude. In this paper we focus on the results and describe the technical details in [8] , where we highlight how the analysis techniques that we develop in this context can be applied to all localised features in the CMB. We use the WMAP 7-year cosmological parameters throughout [9] .
Bubble Signal: The theory of bubble collisions has recently been reviewed in [10] . While the amplitude of the signal depends on the details of the dynamics describing the collision, the shape of the signal does not, and it appears as a disk on the sky. We model the bubble collision as a perturbation to the initial adiabatic curvature ζ(x), and consider two possible forms: either a "ramp" profile ζ r (z) = a ramp (z −r) for z ≥ r and zero for z ≤ r (where r is the comoving distance to the bubble wall), or a "step" profile ζ r (z) = a step for z ≥ r and zero for z ≤ r. We propagate this curvature perturbation to a CMB temperature perturbation using the full numerically computed CMB transfer function. As described in detail in [8] , the transfer function corrects the ramp profile by ≈ 10% and the step profile at order unity, so including it is necessary for a precise analysis.
The theoretical distribution of bubble sizes is determined by the symmetry and geometry of the bubble collision, and we incorporate this information into our analysis. For small curvature Ω k , the comoving distance r to the bubble wall is uniformly distributed [10] . Equivalently, the size distribution is given by dP (θ bubble ) ∝ d cos θ bubble = sin θ bubble dθ bubble . The "typical" bubble is large; its angular size is of order one radian. For the ramp profile, most of the signal for detecting such a bubble comes from angular scales comparable to the bubble radius (roughly 20), where WMAP is cosmic variance limited. For the step profile, the signal comes mainly from high-modes associated with the sharp edge feature, and Planck can potentially improve the optimal WMAP constraints presented here.
Method:
We search for the bubble signature in the WMAP 7-year V-band and W-band data. To minimize foreground contamination, we use foreground reduced maps, and apply the WMAP KQ75 extended temperature analysis mask to exclude the Galaxy and bright point sources. We use the algorithmic machinery from [8] to perform all-sky exact evaluation of the Bayesian likelihood and optimal frequentist statistic; we summarize the key steps as follows.
Since the CMB and WMAP noise are Gaussian to a very good approximation, the likelihood for obtaining
Here, C is the data covariance matrix with dimension (nN pix ) 2 , where n and N pix are the number of differencing assemblies (DA's) and pixels. We use the exact CMB + noise covariance matrix throughout, which leads to optimal statistics by optimally weighting the maps in the presence of masking, noise inhomogeneity, and per-DA beams.
We consider a single-bubble model, which has four parameters: the amplitudes a ramp , a step of the ramp and step perturbations, the distance r to the collision wall, and the direction n of the bubble center. All information is contained in the change of χ 2 when the bubble is subtracted from the data, defined by
(1) where a = (a ramp , a step ), and β r, n denotes the bubble profile, including CMB transfer functions and beam convolution. Calculating ∆χ 2 would be computationally prohibitive were it not for several computational efficiencies that we make use of. The first is the preconditioned conjugate gradient descent algorithm of [11] that allows us to calculate the C −1 operation efficiently. The second is a method that allows us to efficiently calculate β T r, n C −1 β r, n (which naively would require performing the C −1 operation for many values of r and for every pixel n in the WMAP map).
Bayesian analysis: Our starting point for Bayesian analysis of the bubble collision signal is the posterior likelihood for model parameters (a ramp , a step , r), marginalized over the bubble location n:
where p(r) denotes the uniform prior on the distance parameter r.
Starting from Eq. (2) we can marginalize over different parameters or take slices through the likelihood to calculate the posterior probability distributions for each parameter. We begin by setting a step = 0, to obtain the 2D likelihood L(a ramp , r) appropriate for the ramp model. If we now marginalize over the distance parameter r, we obtain the 1D likelihood L(a ramp ) shown in the top panel of Fig. 1 . Assuming a uniform prior on a ramp , the 95% confidence interval is −1.76 × 10
. This constraint is much weaker than would naively be expected from Fig. 1 . The weak constraint arises because bubbles with small angular size are poorly constrained, even for fairly large values of a ramp . When we marginalize over the angular size to obtain the likelihood L(a ramp ), this leads to tails which are slow to decay.
The broadening of the likelihood caused by the small bubbles is mainly due to our use of the amplitude parameter a ramp , the slope of the initial curvature perturbation in Mpc −1 (as opposed to the peak temperature in the CMB maps, for example). For a fixed value of a ramp , a small bubble corresponds to a much smaller CMB fluctuation on our sky than a large bubble, and the signalto-noise is further diluted by having many small patches on the sky. This leads to a poorly constrained region in the two-parameter space (a ramp , θ bubble ) where θ bubble is small and a ramp can be large. This interpretation of the broadening effect suggests reparametrizing by replacing the amplitude parameter a ramp by a variable which is more closely matched to the statistical significance of the CMB signal. We define
where D dc is the comoving distance to last scattering, and the 4/3 exponent is empirically chosen so that two bubbles with the same value of α and different angular sizes have roughly equal statistical significance. We can now obtain a 1D likelihood L(α ramp ) by marginalizing over the bubble size parameter θ bubble . This is analogous to our previous marginalization; note that the Bayesian prior in the new variables (α ramp , θ bubble ) is dP = da dr ∝ (sin θ bubble ) −1/3 dα dθ bubble . The likelihood L(α ramp ) is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 1 . The α ramp parameter has a narrower distribution than a ramp , and we can achieve a tighter confidence interval. We obtain the 95% confidence limits:
(3) which we take to be our "bottom line" constraints on the ramp model.
A similar Bayesian analysis can be performed for the step model. Considering first the posterior likelihood L(a step |d) with the bubble radius and location marginalized, we find that the likelihood has slowly decaying tails leading to a weak constraint. Changing variables from a step to a step (sin θ bubble ) 1/3 , we find a well-behaved likelihood (Fig. 2) , and the "bottom line" 95% confidence limits:
For both the ramp model and step model, the maximum likelihood amplitude is very close to zero, much closer than the width of the likelihood. While this behaviour appears counterintuitive, we explore this phenomenon in detail in [8] and show that it has a natural explanation. In simulations we find that the maximum likelihood amplitude is nearly zero in an order-one fraction of the realizations. The scatter between maximum likelihood estimates of the amplitude, taken over many simulations, is consistent with Fisher matrix forecasts and roughly equal to the width of the likelihood, as expected intuitively. For the ramp model, simulations with nearly zero maximum likelihood amplitude often have low quadrupoles, i.e. the preference for zero bubble amplitude in the WMAP data is statistically related to the low quadrupole. This can be understood intuitively: in realizations with large quadrupoles, a bubble can cancel large-scale quadrupole power, and so a nonzero bubble amplitude is preferred by the likelihood.
Frequentist Analysis: We can also use optimal frequentist statistics to determine whether a single-bubble model with a = 0 gives a significantly better fit to the data than a no-bubble model with a = 0. Frequentist confidence regions are defined by Monte Carlo hypothesis testing and ramp , defined to be the slope of the initial curvature perturbation in Mpc −1 , given the WMAP data d (solid black), after marginalizing the bubble radius. As explained in the text, the tails of the likelihood are slow to decay, due to a poorly constrained region of parameter space with small bubble radius. We illustrate this by showing the likelihood calculated using bubbles with a subset of angular sizes: θ bubble < 20
• (blue short-dashed), and θ bubble > 20
• (red long-dashed). Bottom panel: Posterior likelihood L(α ramp |d), obtained from the top panel by changing variables from a ramp to α ramp = a ramp (sin θ bubble ) 4/3 . After this change of variables, the likelihood is narrower and less sensitive to marginalization over the bubble radius. Vertical lines are 95% confidence limits on the amplitude parameter α ramp . The likelihood is consistent with no bubbles (α ramp = 0).
do not use a prior on bubble amplitude parameters, although we do make use of the theoretical prior on the bubble radius to improve statistical power. For testing whether a = 0 is consistent with the data, the NeymanPearson lemma implies that the optimal frequentist test statistic is the likelihood ratio: in Fig. 3 ; we find that 48.6% of the simulations have ρ 0 values larger than WMAP, so WMAP is consistent with a = 0.
Many bubbles: We now consider the possibility that the data contain a large number of low amplitude bubbles, none of which could be detected individually. This case was first considered in [12] assuming the Sachs-Wolfe approximation. Theoretically it is expected that either bubble collisions are unlikely to be present in the data, or that a large number of collision walls have intersected the last scattering surface [10] . A large number N 1 of independent random bubbles will add a Gaussian signal to the data with power spectrum:
where a is the bubble amplitude, which is now a random variable, N is the expected number of collisions with our Hubble volume, and b is the harmonic-space profile (defined precisely in [8] ) of a bubble at comoving distance r. For the ramp profile, C bub falls off roughly as 1/ 5 , and a constraint on the amplitude of the spectrum largely comes from a measurement of the CMB quadrupole. Since the WMAP quadrupole is measured to be lower than the best-fit CMB spectrum, we immediately find that there is no evidence for the multi-bubble spectrum in the WMAP data. Using the WMAP likelihood code [9] , we find the upper limit:
For the step profile, C bub falls off roughly as 1/ 3 . The power spectrum constraint comes from a wide range of and we obtain: 
Conclusions:
We have searched for evidence that our universe collided with a bubble universe born out of a nucleation bubble from a phase of false vacuum eternal inflation. We use an efficient, optimal estimator for detecting the bubble signal in CMB maps and discuss the technical details in a companion paper [8] . We find no evidence for the bubble signal when applying our estimator to the WMAP 7-year data, and we place limits on the amplitude of the signal.
The bubble signal comes mainly from low in the ramp model, and from intermediate in the step model. Therefore, Planck data is unlikely to improve constraints on the ramp model parameters (although polarization may help a little [3] ), but will improve constraints on the step model. Large-scale structure surveys and 21-cm line surveys can potentially improve limits on both models.
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